Xavier University Performance Studies Laboratory Presents

Dr. Danielle Vignes
Friday September 4th 2015
Xavier Library Resource Center 6th floor Nissan Room

Student Workshop: 4:00—6:00 pm

Story Circles: Recovery and Loss
Story Circling involves the steps of storytelling, deep listening, council circles and performance. This enriching experience will show students the benefits of using storytelling as a tool for building and organizing communities on a range of social issues.

Performance: 7:30 pm

Hang it Out To Dry
A solo performance about the washed away community and spun tales of Chalmette, Louisiana in the wake of Hurricane Katrina. Performed in many stages since October 2006, the show tells the story of how multiple voices of lived experience can offer insight into the larger community. The performance depicts the struggles, hopes and fears that many Saint Bernard Parish community members are still facing 10 years after the storm.

Register for the workshop & Reserve show tickets at:
xuperformancestudieslaboratory@gmail.com